GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

PC-VI No. 386
No. PC-VI/2009/I/4/R-6/1

RBE No. 83/2018
New Delhi, Dated:-08/06/2018

The General Managers/CAO(R)
All India Railways & Production Units,
(as per mailing list)

Sub: Grant of Non-functional Up-gradation to Indian Railway Medical Service officers.

Ref: (i) Railway Board’s letter No. PC VI/2009/I/4/R-6/1 dated 27.11.2009
(ii) Railway Board’s letters No.PC-V/2008/ACP/2 dated 07.01.2009 (RBE
No.05/2009)

Attention is invited to Railway Board’s letter No. PC VI/2009/I/4/R-6/1 dated 27.11.2009
(RBE No.209/2009) circulating DOP&T’s OM No. AB.14017/64/2008-Estt.(RR) dated
Services in PB-3 and PB-4.

2. It was subsequently clarified by DOP&T vide their OM No. AB.14017/39/2009-
Estt.(RR) dated 02.04.2012 that the benefit of NFU to Organised Group ‘A’ Services shall not be
applicable to the officers in those Organised Services where FCS and DACP Schemes are
already operating and where officers are already separately covered by their own in-situ
Progression Schemes. However, Hon’ble Delhi High Court in WP ( C ) No. 4067/2014 and WP
Since the said judgment of Hon’ble High Court attained finality as Hon’ble Supreme Court
dismissed the SLP and Review in the case, DOP&T decided to declare their OM dated
02.04.2012 as non-est, as conveyed vide their OM No.CS-14017/1/2018-Estt.(RR)(Pt.I) dated
3. There has been a demand of IRMS officers also for extension of the benefits of NFU Scheme and the issue has been the subject matter of litigation. Hon’ble Central Administrative Tribunal vide their orders dated 28.09.2017 in O.A.No.3290/2017 (Indian Railway Medical Services Association & Anr vs DOP&T & Anr) allowed the relief in terms of the judgment of Hon’ble Delhi High Court in W.P.(C ) No. 4067/2014. The matter was accordingly referred to DOP&T.

4. DOP&T have considered the issue in consultation with Department of Expenditure and conveyed their no-objection to the Ministry of Railways to extend NFU benefits to IRMS doctors. Accordingly, Ministry of Railways have decided to grant the benefit of Non-Functional Upgradation (NFU) Scheme as applicable to Organized Group ‘A’ services of Railways to IRMS Officers as per the detailed terms and conditions as have been in vogue from time to time after introduction of the scheme. Accordingly, grant of higher scale / benefits under the scheme would be admissible w.e.f. 1.1.2006, where due and admissible, as provided in the original instructions under reference.

(S. Balachandra Iyer)
Executive Director/Pay Commission-II
Railway Board.

No. PC-VI/2009/I/4/R-6/1

New Delhi, dated 08.06.2018

Copy to the Deputy Comptroller and Auditor General of India (Railways), Room No. 224, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi (with 40 spares).

For Financial Commissioner/Railways
Copy forwarded to:

1. PFAs, All Indian Railways, PUs, NFR(Const)
2. The DG, National Academy of Indian Railways, Vadodara.
3. The General Manager, CORE/Allahabad
4. The Director General, RDSO, Lucknow,
5. The General Manager and FA&CAO, Metro Railway
6. The CAO and FA&CAO, COFMOW/New Delhi
7. The CAO(Const), MTP(R)/Mumbai
8. The CAO(MTP(R)) Chennai
9. The Director, CAMTECH/Gwalior
10. The Director (a) IRIEEN, Nasik, (b) IRICEN, Pune (c) IRIMEE, Jamulpur (d) IRISET, Secunderabad
11. The Managing Directors RITES, IRCON, CRIS, IRFC, CONCOR, RVNL, DFCCIL, KRCL.
12. The Chairman-cum-Managing Director, Konkan Railway Corporation, New Delhi.
13. The Pay & Accounts Officer, Railway Board, Rail Bhawan, New Delhi.
14. The General Secretary, IRCA/New Delhi.
15. The Commissioner, Railway Safety, Lucknow.
16. Executive Director (Finance), RDSO, Lucknow.
17. The Chairman, RCC Lok Sabha Secretariat, New Delhi.
18. The Chairman, RRT, Chennai.
19. The Chairman, RCT.
20. The Chairman RRB/Ajmer, Ahmedabad, Allahabad, Bangalore, Bhopal, Bhubaneshwar, Chandigarh, Chennai, Calcutta, Jammu, Gorakhpur, Guwahati, Malda, Mumbai, Muzaffarpur, Patna, Ranchi, Secunderabad and Trivandrum.
21. The Editor, ‘Bhartiya Rail’.
22. The Editor, ‘Indian Railways’.
23. The Chairman, Passenger Services Committee.
24. The Chairman, Passenger Amenities Committee.
25. The C.A.O. (A) MTP (G)/ Mumbai (B) MTP (G)/Chennai.
27. The Chief Mining Advisor, Ministry of Railway, Dhanbad.
29. The Liaison Officer, VII CPC, All Indian Railways and PUs/RDSO/Trg. Institutes Metro Railway/COFMOW/CORE/RSC etc.
30. The Director (Movement) Railways/Calcutta.

(S. Balachandra Iyer)
Executive Director, Pay Commission-II
Railway Board

New Delhi, dated: 06 /06/2018
1. The General Secretary, NFIR (with 35 spares).
2. The General Secretary, AIRF (with 35 spares)
3. The Members of the National Council, Department Council and Secretary, Staff Side, National Council, 13-C, Feroz Shah Road, New Delhi (with 90 spares).
4. The Secretary General FROA.'
5. The Secretary, RBSS, Group ‘A’ Officers Association.
6. The President, RBSS, Group ‘B’ Officers’ Association.
7. The Secretary General, IRPOF.
8. The Secretary General, All India RPF Association (with 35 spares).
9. The President, Railway Board Ministerial Staff Association.
10. The Secretary, Railway Board Non-Ministerial Staff Association.
11. The Secretary, All India SC/ST Railway Employees Association, Room No. 8, Rail Bhawan (with 5 spares).

Copy to:-

PPSs/PSs/Sr. PAs/PAs to :-
MR, MSR(S), MSR(G), CRB, FC, MS, MT, ME, M(RS), Secy.RB, DG/RHS, DG/RPF, DG(S&T), DG(Pers), DG(RS), Addl. DG/ RPF, AM(B), AM (CE), AM (C), AM (C&IS), AM (Elec), AM(F), AM (Plg), AM (staff), AM (Projects), AM (Sig), AM(M), AM(PU), AM(RS), AM(Telecom), AM(T), AM(Vig), AM(W), Adv. Elec(RS), Adv(T&C), Adv. Elec (RE), Adv. (Sig), Adv (Vig), Adv (M&L), Adv (Rates), Adv (F), Adv. ME (W), Adv(IR), Adv (L&A), Adv (Safety), Adv.(Infrastructure), Legal Adviser, Adv (CC), Addl. Chief. Economic Adviser, Ediof (IR), IG (Admn/RPF, EDCE(Plg.), EDCE(B&S), EDCE(G), EDCE(B&S)-II, ED Track(M), EDTK/MC, EDTK(P), ED(W), ED(WP), EDEE(DEV.), ED(EEM.), ED(RE)Projects, EDR(E&S&T), EDF(B), EDF(X-I), EDF(X-II), EDF(A), EDF(S), ED(Finance), ED(Aims), EDF(E), ED(A), EDF(C), EDF(AE), ED(S&E), EDME/Chg., EDME/Trt., EDME(Dev), EDE, EDE/N, EDE/E, EDR/RRP, EDE(RP), ED(RP), ED(PC-I, ED(PC-II, ED(T&OMPI), EDE(GC), EDH(G), EDF(Plg.), EDTT(M), EDTT/S, EDTT/F, ED(Com), EDPM, ED(FM), ED(T&C), ED(Chg.), ED(Heritage), JS, JS(G), JS(E), JS(G), ED Sig.(Dev), ESTE(Sig), ED(Tele), EDRS(C), EDRS(G), EDRS(S), ADG/RPF, IG/RPSF, DG/RS, DIG/OPS-I, DIG/RPF(R&T), EDV(V), EDV(A), EDV(T), EDV(S), ED(E&R), Dir.(OL), ED/C&IS, ED(Plg.), ED(PP), ED(PPP), ED(Plg)LRDSS, ED(PPP)F, Dir./EU, DS(E), DS(D), DS(G), Dir.(Estt.), JDPG, DE(N) II, Dir(MPP), DE(G), DPC-I, JDPE, JDC-PPE, JDE(W), JDE(GP), JDE(Res.) I, JDE(L), DDF(E) I, II & III, DDPC-V, DDPC-VI, DDE(P&A)II, DDE(P&A)III, USE(O)I, US (Cash), US (D&A) I & II, DDE(Rep)-I, II & III, DDE(LR) I, II & III/ Railway Board

Copy to :-